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Imagine, you are living in a world that you are told is a democracy – and you may even
believe it – but in fact your life and fate is in the hands of a few ultra-rich, ultra-powerful and
ultra-inhuman oligarchs. They may be called Deep State, or simply the Beast, or anything
else obscure or untraceable – it doesn’t matter. They are less than the 0.0001%.

For lack of a better expression, let’s call them for now “obscure individuals”. 

These obscure individuals who pretend running our world have never been elected. We
don’t need to name them. You will figure out who they are, and why they are famous, and
some of them totally invisible. They have created structures, or organisms without any legal
format. They are fully out of international legality. They are a forefront for the Beast. Maybe
there are several competing Beasts. But they have the same objective: A New or One World
Order (NWO, or OWO).

These obscure individuals are running, for example, The World Economic Forum (WEF –
representing  Big  Industry,  Big  Finance  and  Big  Fame),  the  Group  of  7  –  G7,

 the Group of 20 – G20 (the leaders of the economically”
strongest” nations). There are also some lesser entities, called the Bilderberg Society, the
Council on Foreign Relations (CFR), Chatham House and more.

The members  of  all  of  them are  overlapping.  Even this  expanded forefront  combined
represents  less  than  0.001%.  They  all  have  superimposed  themselves  over  sovereign
national elected and constitutional governments, and over THE multinational world body,
the United Nations, the UN.

In fact, they have coopted the UN to do their bidding. UN Director Generals, as well as the
DGs of the multiple UN-suborganizations, are chosen  mostly by the US, with the consenting
nod of their European vassals – according to the candidate’s political and psychological
profile.  If  his  or  her  ‘performance’  as  head  of  the  UN  or  head  of  one  of  the  UN
suborganizations fails, his or her days are counted. Coopted or created by the Beast(s) are
also, the European Union, the Bretton Woods Organizations, World Bank and IMF, as well as
the World Trade Organization (WTO) – and – make no mistake – the International Criminal
Court (ICC) in The Hague. It has no teeth. Just to make sure the law is always on the side of
the lawless.
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In  addition  to  the  key  international  financial  institutions,  WB
and  IMF,  there  are  the  so-called  regional  development  banks  and  similar  financial
institutions,  keeping  the  countries  of  their  respective  regions  in  check.

In  the  end  its  financial  or  debt-economy  that  controls  everything.  Western  neoliberal
banditry has created a system, where political disobedience can be punished by economic
oppression or  outright theft  of  national  assets in international  territories.  The system’s
common denominator is the (still) omnipresent US-dollar.

“Unelected Individuals”

The supremacy of these obscure unelected individuals becomes ever more exposed. We,
the People consider it “normal” that they call the shots, not what we call – or once were
proud of calling, our sovereign nations and sovereignly elected governments. They have
become a herd of obedient sheep. The Beast has gradually and quietly taken over. We
haven’t noticed. It’s the salami tactic: You cut off slice by tiny slice and when the salami is
gone, you realize that you have nothing left, that your freedom, your civil and human rights
are gone. By then it’s too late. Case in point is the US Patriot Act. It was prepared way
before 9/11. Once 9/11 “happened”, the Patriot Legislation was whizzed through Congress in
no time – for the people’s future protection – people called for it for fear – and – bingo, the
Patriot Act took about 90% of the American population’s freedom and civil rights away. For
good.

We have become enslaved to the Beast. The Beast calls the shots on boom or bust of our
economies, on who should be shackled by debt, when and where a pandemic should break
out, and on the conditions of surviving the pandemic, for example, social confinement. And
to  top  it  all  off  –  the  instruments  the  Beast  uses,  very  cleverly,  are  a  tiny-tiny  invisible
enemy, called a virus, and a huge but also invisible monster, called FEAR. That keeps us off
the street, off reunions with our friends, and off our social entertainment, theatre, sports, or
a picnic in the park.

Soon the Beast will decide who will live and who will die, literally – if we let it. This may be
not far away. Another wave of pandemic and people may beg, yell and scream for a vaccine,
for their death knell, and for the super bonanza of Big Pharma – and towards the objectives
of the eugenicists blatantly roaming the world – see this. There is still time to collectively
say NO. Collectively and solidarily.

Take the latest case of blatant imposture. Conveniently, after the first wave of Covid-19 had
passed, at least in the Global North, where the major world decisions are made, in early June
2020, the unelected WEF Chairman, Klaus Schwab, announced “The Great Reset”. Taking
advantage of the economic collapse – the crisis shock, as in “The Shock Doctrine” – Mr.
Schwab, one of the Beast’s frontrunners, announces openly what the WEF will discuss and
decide for the world-to-come in their next Davos Forum in January 2021. For more details
see this.
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Will, We, The People, accept the agenda of the unelected WEF?

It will opportunely focus on the protection of what’s left of Mother Earth; obviously at the
center will be man-made CO2-based “Global Warming”. The instrument for that protection
of nature and humankind will be the UN Agenda 2030 – which equals the UN Sustainable
Development Goals (SDG). It  will  focus on how to rebuild the willfully destroyed global

economy, w hile respecting the (“green”) principles of the
17 SDGs.

Mind you, it’s all connected. There are no coincidences. The infamous Agenda 2021 which
coincides with and complements the so-called (UN) Agenda 2030, will be duly inaugurated
by  the  WEF’s  official  declaration  of  The  Great  Reset,  in  January  2021.  Similarly,  the
implementation of the agenda of The Great Reset began in January 2020, by the launch of
the corona pandemic – planned for decades with the latest visible events being the 2010
Rockefeller Report with its “Lockstep Scenario”, and Event 201, of 18 October in NYC which
computer-simulated a corona pandemic, leaving within 18 months 65 million deaths and an
economy in ruin, programmed just a few weeks before the launch of the actual corona
pandemic. See COVID-19, We Are Now Living the “Lock Step Scenario” and this and this.

The Race Riots

The  racial  riots,  initiated  by  the  movement  Black  Lives  Matter  (funded  by  the  Ford
Foundation and Soros’ Open Society Foundation), following the brutal assassination of the
Afro-American George Floyd by a gang of Minneapolis police, and spreading like brush-fire in
no time to more than 160 cities, first in the US, then in Europe – are not only connected to
the Beast’s agenda, but they were a convenient deviation from the human catastrophe left
behind by Covid-19. See also this.

The Beast’s  nefarious plan to implement what’s  really
behind the UN Agenda 2030 is the little heard-of Agenda ID2020.  See The Coronavirus
COVID-19 Pandemic: The Real Danger is “Agenda ID2020”. It has been created and funded
by the vaccination guru Bill  Gates,  and so has GAVI (Global  Alliance for  Vaccines and
Immunizations), the association of Big Pharma – involved in creating the corona vaccines,
and  which  funds  along  with  the  Bill  and  Melinda  Gates  Foundation  (BMGF)  a  major
proportion of WHO’s budget.

The Great Reset, as announced by WEF’s Klaus Schwab, is supposedly implemented by
Agenda ID2020. It is more than meets the eye. Agenda ID2020 is even anchored in the
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SDGs, as SDG 16.9 “by 2030 provide legal [digital]  identity for all,  including free birth
registration”.  This  fits  perfectly  into  the  overall  goal  of  SDG  16:  ”Promote  peaceful  and
inclusive societies for sustainable development, provide access to justice for all and build
effective, accountable and inclusive institutions at all levels.”

Following the official path of the UN Agenda 2030 of achieving the SDGs, the ‘implementing’
Agenda ID2020 – which is currently being tested on school children in Bangladesh – will
provide digitized IDs possibly in the form of nano-chips implanted along with compulsory
vaccination programs, will promote digitization of money and the rolling out of 5G – which
would be needed to upload and monitor personal data on the nano chips and to control the
populace. Agenda ID2020 will most likely also include ‘programs’ – through vaccination? – of
significantly reducing world population. Eugenics is an important component in the control
of future world population under a NOW / OWO – see also Georgia Guidestones, mysteriously
built in 1980.

The  ruling  elite  used  the  lockdown  as  an  instrument  to  carry  out  this  agenda.  Its
implementation would naturally face massive protests,  organized and funded along the
same lines as were the BLM protests and demonstrations. They may not be peaceful – and
may not be planned as being peaceful. Because to control the population in the US and in
Europe, where most of the civil unrest would be expected, a total militarization of the people
is required. This is well under preparation.

In his essay “The Big Plantation”, John Steppling reports from a NYT article that a

“minimum of  93,763 machine guns, 180,718 magazine cartridges, hundreds of
silencers and an unknown number of grenade launchers have been provided to
state and local police departments in the US since 2006. This is in addition to
at least 533 planes and helicopters, and 432 MRAPs — 9-foot high, 30-ton
Mine-Resistant Ambush Protected armored vehicles with gun turrets and more
than 44,900 pieces of night vision equipment, regularly used in nighttime raids
in Afghanistan and Iraq.”

He adds that this militarization is part of a broader trend. Since the late 1990s, about 89
percent of police departments in the United States serving populations of 50,000 people or
more had a PPU (Police Paramilitary Unit), almost double of what existed in the mid-1980s.
He refers to these militarized police as the new Gestapo.

Even before Covid, about 15% to 20% of the population was on or below the poverty line in
the United States. The post-covid lockdown economic annihilation will at least double that
percentage – and commensurately increase the risk for civil turbulence and clashes with
authorities – further enhancing the reasoning for a militarized police force.

China’s Crypto RMB

None of these scenarios will, of course, be presented to the public by the WEF in January
2021. These are decisions taken behind closed doors by the key actors for the Beast.
However, this grandiose plan of the Great Reset does not have to happen. There is at least
half  the world  population and some of  the most  powerful  countries,  economically  and
militarily – like China and Russia – opposed to it. “Reset” maybe yes, but not in these
western terms. In fact, a reset of kinds is already happening with China about to roll out a
new People’s Bank of China backed blockchain-based cryptocurrency, the crypto RMB, or
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yuan. This is not only a hard currency based on a solid economy, it is also supported by
gold.

While President Trump keeps trashing China for unfair trade, for improperly managing the
covid pandemic, for stealing property rights – China bashing no end – that China depends on
the US and that the US will cut trading ties with China – or cut ties altogether, China is
calling Trump’s bluff. China is quietly reorienting herself towards the ASEAN countries plus
Japan (yes, Japan!) and South Korea, where trade already today accounts for about 15% of
all China’s trade and is expected to double in the next five years.

Despite the lockdown and the disruption of trade, China’s overall exports recovered with a
3.2% increase in April (in relation to April 2019). This overall performance in China exports
was nonetheless accompanied by a dramatic decline in US-China trade. China exports to the
US decreased by 7.9% in April (in relation to April 2019).

It is clear that the vast majority of US industries could not survive without Chinese supply
chains. The western dependence on Chinese medical supplies is particularly strong. Let
alone Chinese dependence by US consumers. In 2019, US total consumption, about 70% of
GDP, amounted to $13.3 trillion, of which a fair amount is directly imported from China or
dependent on ingredients from China.

The WEF-masters are confronted with a real dilemma. Their
plan depends very much on the dollar supremacy which would continue to allow dishing out
sanctions and confiscating assets from those countries opposing US rule; a dollar-hegemony
which would allow imposing the components of The Great Reset scheme, as described
above.

At  present,  the  dollar  is  fiat  money,  debt-money  created  from  thin  air.  It  has  no  backing
whatsoever. Therefore, its worth as a reserve currency is increasingly decaying, especially
vis-à-vis the new crypto-yuan from China. In order to compete with the Chinese yuan, the US
Government would have to move away from its monetary Ponzi-scheme, by separating itself
from the 1913 Federal Reserve Act and print her own US-economy- and possibly gold-
backed (crypto) money – not fiat FED-money, as is the case today. That would mean cutting
the more than 100-year old ties to the Rothschild and Co. clan-owned FED, and creating a
real peoples-owned central bank. Not impossible, but highly improbable. Here, two Beasts
might clash, as world power is at stake.

Meanwhile, China, with her philosophy of endless creation would continue forging ahead

unstoppably with her mammoth socioeconomic development plan of the 21st Century, the
Belt and Road Initiative, connecting and bridging the world with infrastructure for land and
maritime transport, with joint research and industrial projects, cultural exchanges – and not
least, multinational trade with “win-win” characteristics, equality for all partners – towards a
multi-polar world, towards a world with a common future for mankind.

Today already more than 120 countries are associated with BRI – and the field is wide open
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for others to join – and to defy, unmask and unplug The Great Reset of the West.

*

Note to readers: please click the share buttons above or below. Forward this article to your
email lists. Crosspost on your blog site, internet forums. etc.
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